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CHILD LABOUR- A MAJOR SOCIAL PROBLEM OF INDIA IN CURRENT SCENARIO

Mr. Gajendra Kadhao
Dept. of Sociology, RTM University, Nagpur, Maharashtra, India.

ABSTRACT
Child labour is one of the major problems of India. Creation of child labour problem many factors are responsible. India is a country of social problems. All problems of India are complicated and interrelated to each other. Overpopulation, poverty, family disorganization etc are main problems responsible for child labour.

After Independence, the strategy has been adopted to control the child labour problem in India. Child labour considered under 14 year age group. Actually they are not matured physically and psychologically exploitation is a common in working place. Less wages, heavy workload, unlimited time etc factors are indulged about the child labour.

To save young generation there is a need of time to control over the child labour problem, from all the levels.
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INTRODUCTION
In the study of child labour, problem, understanding the overall situation of child labour is main aim. The child labour definition done by various people on the basis of different parameters. Exploitation and role of controlling efforts are two things essential for the study of child labour. In this article the basic emphasis has been given on causes, effects and suggestions on child labour problem of India.

Child labour ignored the happy life in childhood. They work at different dangerous places. They actually haven’t interest but no option to do the work in front of them.

Familiar, economical status is down in the child labour family. Avoidance and negligence towards study indulge in bad habits. Unhealthy environment, physical and physiological problems and exploitation happened about the child labour.

As per the child protection act, 2006. The age less than 14 year old and than called child.

The main basic problems of child labour:-
1) Malnutrition
2) Lack of education
3) Sexual exploitation
4) No development
5) Failure future
6) extra and unlimited work
7) Involvement in dangerous work
8) Separate from family
9) Bad habits
10) Involvement in crime.

Effects on Society:-
1) Hamper the young generation of Nation
2) Family, society self development lacking
3) Place of various problem
4) Exploitation
Suggestion to eradicate the child labour problems:

1) Sort out the poverty related problem.
2) Spread of education
3) Effective control from legislation
4) Role of media and NGO’s
5) Awareness and information
6) Facilities and scholarship
7) Role of Human and fundamental rights.
8) Implementation of constitutional articles and acts.
9) Executive different social welfare plans and schemes.
10) Strict action.

CONCLUSION

Child labor has been an international concern because it damages, spoils and destroys the future of children. The problem of child labor is a serious matter not only in India but also in other developing countries. It is a great social problem. Children are the hope and future of a nation. There is need of time to eradicate the child labour problem for the best future generation of India.
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